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Preparing for Each Laboratory Experiment - the Basics 
 
 
Consult the schedule to see which experiment will be done that day. The schedule can be 
found here: https://laney.edu/cheli-fossum/chem-1a/chem-1a-sharmas-class-fall-2019/ 
 
Refer to the Chem 1A laboratory manual and read the description of that experiment. The 
Chem 1A laboratory manual can be purchased at the Laney Bookstore. The experiments are also 
posted on my Chem 1A Laboratory webpage:  https://laney.edu/cheli-fossum/chem-
1a/laboratory/  
 
Write your prelab in your laboratory notebook. Write only on the original pages. The prelab 
will include the summary of the experiment, safety alerts, disposal information, a list of 
apparatus, sketches of the equipment setup, a list of chemicals, a summary of the procedure 
(bullet points), and a data table. See the separate handout "PreLab Guidelines" for the prelab 
and lab report format and description. 
 
 
During the lab period: 
 
During the lab period, as you are making measurements, write the data directly into your lab 
notebook using a regular ballpoint pen. The instructor will walk around and check your prelab 
as you are working. At the end of the experiment, check in with the instructor to get your data 
pages initialed. 
 
 
After the lab period (at home): 
 
After the lab period, do the calculations, write the conclusion, and answer the questions at the 
end of the experiment. These can be done in the lab notebook or on the report sheet if it is 
provided. 
 
 
If you have any questions on the calculations or the lab report, come to office hours or e-mail 
the instructor. 
Office hours: https://laney.edu/cheli-fossum/cheli-fossums-office-hours/ 
Office location: A236A 
Email: mfossum@peralta.edu 
 
 
Check the lab schedule for the due date, and turn in each lab report when it is due.  
Turn in the copy pages from the lab notebook - do not tear out the original pages, because the 
original pages in your lab notebook are your permanent record of your lab work. 


